Abstract-The popularity of storing, distributing and reading comic books electronically has made the task of comics analysis an interesting research problem. Different work have been carried out aiming at understanding their layout structure and the graphic content. However the results are still far from universally applicable, largely due to the huge variety in expression styles and page arrangement, especially in manga (Japanese comics). In this paper, we propose a comic image analysis approach using eye-tracking data recorded during manga reading sessions. As humans are extremely capable of interpreting the structured drawing content, and show different reading behaviors based on the nature of the content, their eye movements follow distinguishable patterns over text or graphic regions. Therefore, eye gaze data can add rich information to the understanding of the manga content. Experimental results show that the fixations and saccades indeed form consistent patterns among readers, and can be used for manga textual and graphical analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
Eye movements are generally considered by research communities as an important indication of human visual attention during their interaction with media such as images or videos. Early studies on recording and analyzing human eye movements date back to decades ago, and originally most attempts were to improve the accuracy of eye-tracking devices, and to invent less intrusive methods [1] . Nowadays, eye-tracking technique has reach a quite mature state where one can easily develop a system on his own, and thanks to its ubiquitous applications, a lot of manufacturers have developed a wide range of consumer products in industrial scale. These devices are getting more and more affordable and will probably be integrated to a large number of reading devices, in order to capture eye movements and provide additional functions.
Since eye-tracking data can be analyzed to provide many fascinating insights about reading activity, such as in [2] - [4] , it can be applied to understand the behavior of readers on comic books reading. Manga (Japanese comic art) has long become popular world-wide and represent a cultural trait as well as an important industry. Manga, or comics in general, is the art of telling stories through a sequence of arranged pictures (panels). The panels normally consist of text and graphic elements: backgrounds, characters, speech balloons, visual effects, drawn texts, etc. The graphic is mainly in black and white and gray shades depicted by halftoning dots. Fig. 1 . Example of a heat map on average saccade path of 25 readers. Blue to orange hues (lower to higher temperature) correspond to rare to frequent paths taken by the readers. Manga content credits: [6] .
Manga is often composed in a much more realistic and free style compared to Western comics, and is challenging to create. Besides immense drawing skill, it requires the experience to compose the layout of elements, to effectively convey the story and "secure control of the readers attention and dictate the sequence in which the reader will follow the narrative" [5] . Unlike motion picture, the story line is presented spatially rather than temporally. Each single panel is a frozen moment, carefully captured and set at its "right" place. Manga artists control the flow of reader's attention via placement of elements, to lead the reader smoothly through the pages (e.g. the speech balloons can be easily associated with its corresponding subjects and read in the correct order). The general rule to follow the pages in manga is to read from right to left, from top to bottom, line by line, following the "reverse-Z" shape. However in practice, it is not always the case. The configuration of the page, the size and the shape of the panels can be so different from a certain page to the next one, and some decisions are purely artistic choice, although there are certain conventions in manga design.
With such a complex and rather free-style layout arrangement, the available methods in analyzing manga page content still prove to be inefficient in various cases. Our work in this paper is based on the premise that eye-tracking the readers yield much more semantic information than the "bottomup" methods alone can provide. One contribution is that the additional information allows "online" analysis of manga in particular, which embraces top-down underlying semantic cues (Fig. 1) . In this study, we perform eye-tracking on different readers on a set of manga images. All readers have some basic background of reading manga, so the flow from panel to panel is expected to be consistent. The eye-tracking patterns show that the first hint is to actually follow is the speech balloon arrangement, then the right-left, top-down rule. The viewers' attention is indeed guided to follow a certain flow, not only in pages but also inside each panel. This offers information to semi-automatically order panels or speech balloons. We also propose to highlight the benefits of eye gaze position for extracting elements from manga page images, as well as investigate the challenging problem of manga character retrieval by analyzing the fixations and saccades. Another contribution is the potential application of knowledge-driven analysis of manga content, where algorithms that can compute top-down semantic cues via eye gaze data, can interact with bottomup information to infer new information, and to understand progressively the content of the page, or support manga artists in designing task.
In the next section, we review content extraction method related to manga image analysis along with eye gaze information. Section III details the proposed system from eye gaze movement acquisition to graphics retrieval. Section IV presents the experiments that we performed to validate the proposed method. Finally, Section V and VI discuss and conclude this work respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
Manga analysis concerns several fields of research, from layout analysis to text extraction, graphics recognition and also text/graphics association. We first review eye gaze information for document analysis, and then address text and manga character extraction as they are the most important information in such images.
A. Eye gaze information
Eye gaze information is widely used for recognizing human's activity including cognitive tasks like reading [7] [8] . In the field of document analysis, eye gaze is one of the best features to investigate the content of document from the view of human's reading behavior. For example, important parts of document for many readers can be distinguished by readingskimming detection proposed by Biedert et al. [9] . The total number of words and words per minute of a certain reader and the difficult to understand words can be also detected by using eye-tracking devices [2] , [3] . Although lots of work investigate eye gaze with reading documents, there are few researches which involve manga images. Kunze et al. have proposed to classify five document types (novel, manga, magazine, newspaper, textbook) by using eye gaze from mobile eye tracker [4] . Our research follows the path yet we focus on more detail part in manga analysis. We recognize readers' eye gaze information on different types of content in a manga page (e.g. on text, comic character, and background) and use this information for the analysis of manga layout.
B. Manga image analysis
Manga image analysis is a quite recent and challenging field of research that attracts more and more attention according to the growing demand of the mobile manga reading market. Text and graphics analysis was studied for decades on different document images including newspaper, administrative documents, checks and graphical documents such as maps and engineering drawings [10] . More recently, manga image analysis has been investigated with the generalization of mobile devices for reading activities. Manga images have a very specific layout that guides the reader through the story. The early approaches developed toward layout analysis concerned the reading order of the panels [11] , [12] .
Text analysis in manga images opens up several interesting applications such as image compression [13] and content retargeting to different mobile reading devices [14] . Despite the growing interest, text extraction from manga image remains a challenging problem because mangas are a mixture of text, graphics and graphic sounds with strong relationships [15] . The efficiency of combining text and speech balloon features to extract both of them has been highlighted recently [16] . The benefits of using eye-tracker for text extraction has already been demonstrated as in [2] , [17] . Few work about comic character extraction have been published until now. Recently, we improved Sun's method to fit character retrieval for manga [18] . We demonstrated that few manually labeled data can make the detection more robust against various postures and facial expression [19] . We recently demonstrate that speech balloon and tail detection allow manga character region of interest extraction and character-to-speech association [20] , [21] .
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
The proposed approach consists in eye gaze data acquisition, filtering and analysis. These three steps are detailed in the following subsections.
A. Eye gaze data processing
Human's eye movements are classified into fixations and saccades. A fixation is an attention on a single location of the vision, a saccade is a quick jump between two fixations [7] . We detect fixations and saccades from raw eye gaze data as shown in Fig. 2 and 3 . The radius of each circle correspond to the fixation duration and the line between two circles represents a saccade. Noises of the eye tracking device are also filtered in this process. The fixation-saccade detecting algorithm is based on Buscher's approach [22] . Fig. 4 shows the process of the algorithm. First, a new minimum fixation is detected if 4 consecutive points are in a rectangle of T h 1 pixels (e.g. p 1 , p 2 , p 3 and p 4 in Fig. 4 ). Four consecutive points from 42Hz represents human's minimum fixation duration (80-100ms). If the length of a side of the rectangle including the next gaze point is smaller than T h 2 pixels, we include it and make the rectangle bigger. Yet if the position of gaze point is outside of rectangle with T h 2 pixels, we remove the point as a noise (e.g. p 5 and p 8 in Fig. 4) . If 3 consecutive points are out of the rectangle (e.g. p 8 , p 9 and p 10 in Fig. 4) , we start to detect the next minimum fixation from the first point which is outside the rectangle (e.g. p 8 in Fig. 4) . Finally, we combine gaze points in each rectangle and store the center of mass as the coordinate of the fixation and duration between the time stamp of first to last point in the rectangle.
In order to enhance visualization of multiple reader eye gaze behaviors, we calculate the average of data of multiple readers and generate two kinds of heat map. The first heat map corresponds to the distribution of saccades. We draw saccade path as a line whose width is 30 pixel and overlay multiple readers' paths on one image. An example with 25 readers is presented in Fig. 1 . 
B. Fixation and saccade analysis
Filtered eye gaze data contain eye fixation positions and duration. We would like to use them for text ad "important" graphic region extractions (e.g. manga characters).
1) Text region extraction:
For text regions, our brain requires much more effort to recognize, understand, and process the information, compare to understanding graphic regions in general (text in not natural). Therefore, fixation duration analysis is relevant for text region extraction, especially when the fixations are spatially close and the duration is significantly longer. We propose to combine position and duration of fixation points in order to extract text regions from the images. The combination is done by using a Gaussian distribution centered on each fixation. The distribution parameters are the fixation coordinate (μ) and a factor of duration as standard deviation (σ). The duration factor σ is computed from a distance in pixel N multiplied by the fixation duration. The distance N has been set to 4% of the image size which roughly correspond to the size of a text line into a speech balloon of manga (chosen by experiments). All the distributions are then summed and the important overlap between spatially close distribution makes them easily distinguishable on a heat map view for instance (Fig. 5a ). Then we extract text regions using a connected component analysis on a binary segmentation of the distributions (Fig. 5b) . The threshold used for the binary segmentation was fixed to 50% of the total distribution value range in order to extract the user's main fixation regions only. Note that the extracted text regions roughly correspond to speech balloon regions.
2) Graphics extraction: Graphics region can be decomposed into two categories: the foreground containing most of the focus attention of the story, and the background which is more for illustration purpose. In this paper we focus on foreground content extraction which is relevant in the context of manga understanding. As introduced in Section II-B, offline image analysis still quite weak at extracting graphics in manga because their appearance change a lot within the pages, titles and even more between different titles from different artists (e.g. deformation, occlusion, perspective, scale change). Online analysis has the advantage of providing the watched regions encoded as saccades map (Fig. 6a) .
Saccades are deduced from jumps between to fixations as introduced in Section III-A. They do not correspond to well delimited graphics in the image but overlap part of the foreground regions in each panel. Sometimes, there is also short fixations on the graphics (Fig. 3) . The human brain don't necessarily need a fixation to understand the "content". He can "catch" (or understand) the meaning of the picture also instantaneously. A saccade has the advantage to pass through important graphic regions chosen by the reader to understand the story but at the end it is only a 1D segment which is not easily convertible as a 2D region corresponding to a graphic region in the image. Note that we manually enlarged the saccade segment in order to obtain a 2D region representative of the main foreground elements that have been visualized by the reader (Fig. 6b) . The enlargement is even more accurate when computed from several user's saccade paths (Section IV-B2). Nevertheless, saccade segments are not passing only through important foreground regions. They are also sometimes overlapping text and page background regions. We propose to remove these two information by combining the previously computed text regions (online) and the inverse of panel extraction results (offline).
Panel extraction algorithms aim to segment panel from image background (usually white). In our case, we are interested by extraction the background region which is simply the inverted output of panel extraction (Fig. 7) . As introduced in Section II-B, several panel extractor algorithms have been proposed, we use our latest contribution but any of them could be used [20] . This panel extractor is based on dark connected component topology analysis (panels are not included in other elements). Finally, from the original saccade path we remove text and background regions to isolate the most watched graphic regions (Fig.8) .
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we introduce the experimental setup and then we evaluate the proposed text and graphic detection methods.
A. Experimental setup
The eye gaze data are recorded while the manga pages are being viewed on the screen by the participants, the setup is shown as in Fig. 9 . We use Tobii eyeX 1 , an inexpensive eye tracking device from Tobii Technology, at sampling rate of 42Hz. The device only requires a short calibration for each user, and allows them to move their head freely in front of the screen, although users are requested to try to keep a fixed distance to the screen to attain the best accuracy. The tracker operates based on corneal reflection technique: multiple infrared diodes, invisible to the human eyes, are used to create a reflection on the cornea, these reflections are then captured by the tracker's sensors and used to model the eyes in three dimensions and to calculate the gaze point. We asked 25 participants of both genders, from different ages (14 to 45 year old) and nationalities (French, Tunisian, Pakistani, Cambodian, Colombian, Indonesian, Vietnamese, Japanese). All the participants were asked to read the same chapter from a famous Japanese manga [6] . We choose to let users stay on each image as long as they need because each participant has different speed of reading/understanding, or behavior, or what we call "manga literacy". The readers are guided to advance through the images by pressing on the keyboard. This may sometimes leads to outlier points where the eyes move out of the screen to seek the key, but those points can be filtered out quite easily. The image set is a whole chapter in the title, containing 20 pages in total, presented as double pages which resulted in 10 images in total. It contains 139 speech balloons and 124 main manga character instances. The resolution of each image is 1683x1200 pixels. Since the participants have different native languages, two versions were available for choosing (English and French) in order to provide the best natural reading experience. Fig.9 shows the overview of experiment setup. According to the image size, we set thresholds for fixation-saccade detection T h 1 and T h 2 as 50 and 80 pixels respectively. Note that the way of detecting the eyes, calculating the gaze position, the calibrating and the environment can all affect the accuracy of the eye tracker.
B. Evaluation
We compared the proposed online text and graphic detection methods to offline methods used for speech balloon and manga character extraction.Note that we performed the experiment, for each image, on the average results of all the participants in order to reduce the impact of participant variability such as gender, culture, age, unusual reading direction etc. (Fig. 1) . The comparison between extraction regions and ground truth region were performed at object level such as the PASCAL VOC challenge [23] . In this challenge, the detection were assigned to ground truth objects and judged to be true or false positives by measuring bounding box overlap. To be considered a correct detection, the overlap ratio a 0 between the predicted bounding box B p and the ground truth bounding box B gt must exceed 0.5 (Formula 1). The predicted objects were considered true positives T P if a 0 > 0.5 or false positives F P (prediction errors).
Detected regions were assigned to ground truth objects according to maximum overlap criterion. Multiple detection of the same object in an image were considered false detection. The number of T P , F P and false negative (missed elements) F N was used to compute the recall R and the precision P of each of the methods using Formula 2 and 3. We also computed the F-measure F for each result.
1) Text regions:
We evaluated the proposed text regions extractor to a state of the art offline method proposed by our team [16] which is able to extract speech balloon if they contain text-like elements (e.g. similar height, aligned, centered). Note that we did not compare to a text line extraction method because fixation and saccades analysis provides regions that are more similar to speech balloon than text lines. Speech balloon extraction performance are presented Table I . The best recall concerns the offline method because the presented online method misses speech balloons that contain few text and thus require a very short fixation to be extracted compared to usual balloons. However, the proposed method has an excellent precision because it is based on user's eye movement which is highly reliable.
2) Graphics regions: We compared the proposed graphics extraction method to a state of the art method able to extract manga character faces [19] . We chose this method because it is the most similar to our proposal which also focus on character faces (highly viewed by the reader). Results are presented Table II for a 0 = 0.2 in order to accept more partial faces as correct. The comparison between the offline method and the proposed method are quite interesting. Even through we relaxed the overlap criterion which means that the faces may only be detected at 20% of their total surface, the recall is very good. This verifies that the eye movements are really reliable to localize main manga faces or character parts because it is passing over most of them. However, the precision of the proposed method is lower than the offline method because saccade paths are continuous and thus overlap other regions as well.
V. DISCUSSION
The presented method relies on fixation and duration computed from eye gaze movements. Although a calibration step was performed for each reader before the recording, an offset may appear if the reader changes position while reading. We were not able to measure this offset which may shift fixation positions but not duration. This first work has been performed on a small set of manga images to validate the use of eye gaze information for online image analysis with Latin script. It could easily be extended to Franco-Belgium and American comics. The proposed method requires users to read the image which could be a constraint of the system. However, this could be done withing the editorial process where the author could invite some people to first read his work.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented a semi-automatic extraction methods for text and graphics regions. The proposed method is based on eye gaze fixation and saccade analysis and works best when several readers are involved into the data acquisition. This is a preliminary work but it opens up several new ways of research. In the future will would like to link text to graphic regions in order to retrieve the associations between speech text and speaking characters. More generally, topdown knowledge-driven analysis could benefit from eye gaze data to interact more precisely with bottom-up information. Another use of this online method could be crowd-based groundtruthing.
